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NEW QUESTION: 1
On which two types of interface is Frame Relay switching
supported? (Choose two.)
A. auxiliary interfaces
B. fiber interfaces
C. Ethernet interfaces
D. serial interfaces

E. ISDN interfaces
Answer: D,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which statement is true about a TIBCO EMS Server that has
authorization = enabled?
A. The client needs to authenticate itself while connecting
only when the secure property on the destination is set.
B. After connection, the client does not need to authenticate
itself while sending a message to a destination.
C. The client needs to provide SSL information to connect to
the EMS Server when the secure property is set on a particular
destination.
D. The client needs to authenticate itself while connecting and
doing all operations on all destinations.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
A user in account A has created a bucket and added a bucket
policy allowing all actions for a user in account B.
The user in account B has uploaded a file to the bucket,
specifying Amazon S3 server-side encryption (SSE) and Amazon S3
reduced redundancy storage (RRS). Using the AWS management
console, the user in account A attempts to download the file
from the bucket but gets an "Access Denied" error. What is
causing the error?
A. Account B user has not granted READ permission to account A
user
B. Account A user has not granted READ permission to itself
C. An SSE object cannot be copied between two different
accounts
D. SSE and RRS cannot be used on an object at the same time
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
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Answer: B
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